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Aims

Methods

Results

Cohort: 713 adults with recent clinician diagnosed, insulin treated T1D in the prospective
StartRight study (inclusion criteria age≥18, duration<12 months). We assessed the
clinical & biomarker characteristics associated with positive (+VE) & negative (-VE) AA,
then evaluated treatment changes 2 years after reporting AA results to clinicians.

We aimed to assess the impact of routine islet-autoantibody (AA; GAD, IA-2 & ZNT8)
testing in adults with newly diagnosed type 1 diabetes (T1D).

In adult onset clinically diagnosed Type-1 Diabetes, -VE AA should raise a high 
suspicion of underlying T2D & is associated with successful insulin cessation. These 
findings support recent recommendations for routine AA assessment in adult-onset T1D.

Conclusions

Table 1 - Clinical characteristics of participants with T1D defined by AA status. Brackets = 95% CI

Fig 1A - A kernel density estimation plot of T1DGRS distribution for the T1D AA -VEs & +VEs. Fig 
1B – Mixed Effects Linear Regression Model of predictive change of lnUCPCR from recruitment

Fig 2A – Insulin related treatment 
changes after AA status feedback. 

When feeding back AA status, after 2 years 21.1% (31/147) of AA -VE participants
stopped insulin & 15.6% (23/147) added an oral hypoglycaemic agent (OH) to an
ongoing insulin regimen. Glycaemic control was maintained on stopping insulin.

In participants with T1D (Table 1), 25% (178/713) were AA -VE with clinical & biomarker
characteristics suggestive of a high prevalence of type 2 diabetes (T2D). T1D-Gentic
Risk Score (T1DGRS) was markedly lower in AA –VEs, mean T1DGRS 0.244, vs AA
+VEs 0.267 (p<0.001); (T2D mean 0.231) (Fig 1A). In 615 participants with a follow up
urinary C-peptide creatinine ratio (UCPCR), the rate of decline was substantially lower in
AA -VE vs +VE (Fig 1B; p<0.05) & the former more comparable to AA -VE T2D cases.


